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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 198 x 124 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.BLUE CORN WOMAN is a lesbian novel that
cries for the blind raven, a story of handicap, abandonment, and revival.BLUE CORN WOMAN
animates the desert lesbians in the rugged Superstition Mountains of Arizona where the character
of Blue Corn Woman operates her trading post to feed her and her two wolf-dogs, Peyote Two
Buttons and Kachina Four Corners.Played out in a seductive game of Desert Monopoly with life-size
tokens of affection, Blue Corn Woman must pay attention to their contents to understand her
journey. She has a one-night stand with a mysterious Latino woman named Valentina Harmony
posing as a sassy cowgirl. Valentina rides off at sunset with her secrets tucked under her saddle. It
spurs Blue Corn Woman to search for Ms. Harmony.Blue Corn Woman adopts a half-breed
Navajo/Mexican orphan boy with fetal alcohol syndrome after she heals him from being lashed by
the local gang.BLUE CORN WOMAN is carved feminist/lesbian spirituality, a Kachina doll
symbolizing two women who choose to share one blanket through life on a journey of reviving a
pottery hermitage started in the...
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This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like the way the
blogger write this pdf.
-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.-- Prof. Bertram Ullrich Jr.
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